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Al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent (AQIS) issued a report on its attacks in Karachi between November 2013 and October 2014, including the September 2014 operation at the Pakistani naval yard, and attacks on police, a blogger, and a professor.

AQIS spokesman Usama Mahmoud posted the Urdu report on his Twitter account on December 6, 2014. In the introduction, AQIS noted that while it was only formally established in September, it began operating under one consultative committee and commander almost a year ago. That committee resolved that fighters would target American interests, Pakistani soldiers and police, “anti-Islam thugs,” and prominent individuals who are known for their “animosity towards Islam”. The group claimed 18 attacks total against police, one of which involved a joint operation with an unidentified jihadi group.

AQIS took credit for killing blogger Aniqa Naz, calling her a “heretic” and a product of “American Islam,” and charging that she committed blasphemy and intentionally mocked Islam and the Prophet Muhammad. It also claimed responsibility for the killing of Professor Shakeel Auj, branding him a preacher of “America-made Islam,” who misinterpreted Islam and its teachings.

Following is a translation of the report:

In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
Al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent
Press Release # 7

Date: 01 December 2014

Jihadi Activities of al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent in Karachi During the Past Year
(Muharram 1435H - Muharram 1436H)

Praise be to Allah. Peace and blessings be upon the Messenger of Allah. And thereafter:
Although al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent was announced this year, we started operating under one Shura [consultative] committee and one commander almost a year ago. The following decisions were taken regarding Karachi during the meeting of the Shura committee:
1. American interests.
2. Army.
3. Police.
4. Anti-Islam thugs involved in killing Islamic scholars and extorting Muslim merchants.
5. Prominent apostates known for their animosity towards Islam.

American Interests and Army:

1. On 06 September 2014, under the leadership of Second Lieutenant Zeeshan Rafique and Second Lieutenant (Rtd) Awais Jakhrani, a group of Pakistan naval officers captured two warships, namely, PNS Zulfiqar and PNS Aslat. Their actual targets were American and Indian naval fleets in the Indian Ocean. However, before they were able to reach the targets, a firefight broke out with other officers and soldiers present on the warships. This clash lasted for more than ten hours, and numbers of naval officers were killed. It must be noted that all our mujahideen who participated in this attack were commissioned officers of the Pakistan Navy.

2. Mujahideen of al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent killed two Shi’ites officers of the Pakistan Navy in two separate incidents of targeted killing.

Police:

In the Shura meeting, a special plan was devised for Karachi, in which it was concluded that the police, which:

- Troubles the people and tortures them, and violates the sanctity of homes,
- Protects the unjust system and the despots, thieves and extortionists,
- Creates hurdles for the activities of the mujahideen against the [Pakistan] Army and Rangers, and spies on the mujahideen and acts against them and martyrs them in fake police encounters,
- Humiliates the religious segment of the society and the religious scholars, Must be targeted in a manner that restricts its activities. It was also proposed to partner with brother jihadi organizations to concentrate on these targets. The mujahid cells of al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent were tasked to achieve this target. Some of the actions by these cells are mentioned below:

Attacks on Police Vans:

1. Grenade and firing attack on police mobile at Bilal Chowrangi, killing three policemen.
2. Attack on police mobile at Ibrahim Haidry, killing four policemen.
3. Attack on police mobile at Korangi number 1/2, killing three policemen.
4. Attack on police mobile at Korangi number 4, killing four policemen.
5. Mine attack on police armored vehicle at Shahra-e-Noor Jahan in front of Kutti Peer Police Station.
6. Attack on police mobile at Shafeeq Mor, North Karachi, killing two policemen and injuring two others.
7. Attack on police van at North Nazimabad Road, injuring several policemen.
8. Attack on police mobile at North Nazimabad 11-B, injuring two policemen.

Targeted Attacks on Police officers:
9. Killing the notorious police officer Chauhdry Islam (in cooperation with other jihadi groups).
11. Killing a motorcycle-riding policeman at Zia Coloney Road.
13. Killing a secret police official and spy Muhammad Alam in Zia Coloney.
14. Killing SHO Irfan Haider and another ASI.
15. Killing two policemen in North Nazimabad.

Attacks on Police Posts:
18. Destroying the police post at Sharah-e-Faisal, killing six policemen and injuring many others.

Targeting Extortionists and Thugs Killing Religious Scholars:

By the grace of Allah, al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent killed 15 such people who were known for their anti-Islam activities, murder of religious scholars, and extortion of Muslim merchants. It must be noted that we were fully aware of not inflicting any damage to innocent Muslims during our attacks on such people. The names of these people are not published for security reasons.

Apostates and Heretics:

We must always be mindful, and will also request the scholarly community to write on the issue that Islam is one. Neither the intellectuals enslaved by America nor a God-fearing scholar can dare to interpret Islam according to his own will. Islam is what is stated by the Qur’an and the Sunnah [traditions of the Prophet Muhammad]. The only acceptable interpretation is what the ancestors have done. This knowledge is transferred to us through these ancestors and the rightful heirs of the prophets. By the grace of Allah, this valuable stock of knowledge is preserved and will be preserved till the Day of Judgment.

In the past, the West promoted a moron like Qadyani to exclude jihad from Islam and misinterpret Islam. Today, they are trying to implement “American-made Islam” under the cover of “moderate Islam”, “balanced Islam” and “modern Islam”. Our media is also dominated by such “scholars” and their “Islamic interpretations”. Allama Iqbal (may Allah Be Pleased with Him) condemned such morons in one his sayings: “They alter the Qur’an to avoid following its true teachings”.

Whenever the mujahideen have tried to act in light of Islamic teachings interpreted by the ancestors, they are termed as acting in light of “self-created interpretations” or “self-created Islam”. Any interpretation that digresses from the Qur’an, the Hadith, and the teachings of the ancestors and the knowledgeable personalities of Islam is considered un-Islamic by the mujahideen, even if it is done by pro-American scholars or any jihadi personality. By the grace of Allah, the mujahideen of al-Qaeda only take guidance from true Islamic sources. Today, the
Islamic world is not just under military attack by infidels, but there are also ideological invasions against us. They aim to promote secular and liberal ideas, which revolve around fulfilling individual desires and submission to the limited logic. To achieve this, they have identified some loyal preachers who have accepted secularism and liberalism wholeheartedly and are devoid of any religious identity in the society. These so-called intellectuals and scholars present Western ideas in Islamic packaging and achieve worldly gains, designations, and incentives from America and its allies.

Be mindful, according to the sayings of Western scholars, the actual motive of this war is to bind Muslims by an interpretation of Islam, which is in sync with the infidel values of the West. Such heretics and apostates that attempt to promote American Islam, and insult the religion, the Qur’an, and our Prophet, Allah’s peace and blessings be upon him, and his Companions are the target of the mujahideen. This is pertinent to mention. We seek permission from the leaders of jihad before carrying out such attacks, and our leaders give permission only after thoroughly researching the issue in light of Islamic teachings.

Internet Blogger Aniqa Naz:

The product of “American Islam”. She was blasphemous and intentionally mocked Islam and the Prophet, Allah’s peace and blessings be upon him, on her blog. By the grace of Allah, the mujahideen of al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent purified this earth after killing this heretic.

Professor Shakeel Auj:

He was one of many preachers of “America-made Islam” who was busy misinterpreting Islam and its teachings. By the grace of Allah, the mujahideen brothers of al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent targeted this blasphemer.

This not the first time we have targeted such apostates. In the past, Dr. Farooq was killed for committing the same sin.

May Allah accept the activities of our mujahid brothers, bless the Ummah, guide the mujahideen, and increase our nation's love for Islam and hatred for the enemies of Islam. Amen. Our last supplication is that all praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.
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